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Activists block London roads to 
demand action on climate change

LONDON: Thousands of environmental
activists paralyzed parts of central London
yesterday by blocking Marble Arch, Oxford
Circus and Waterloo Bridge in a bid to force
the government to do more to tackle climate
change. Under sunny skies, activists sang
songs or held signs that read “There is no
Planet B” and “Extinction is forever” at some
of the capital ’s most iconic locations.
Roadblocks will continue night and day at
each site and the demonstrators say the
protests could last at least a week.

The protests are being led by the British
climate group Extinction Rebellion and will
involve demonstrations in 33 countries
around the world over the coming days. “I
realized that signing petitions and writing
letters was not going to be enough. Real
action is needed,” said Diana McCann, 66, a
retired wine trader from south London, hold-
ing a banner in the middle of a traffic-free
road. “It’s like a world war. We have to go on
to a war footing.”

Extinction Rebellion, which generated
headlines with a semi-nude protest in the
House of Commons earlier this month, has
warned its members that some of them could
be arrested for taking part in non-violent civil
disobedience. The group is demanding the
government declare a climate and ecological
emergency, reduce greenhouse gas emissions
to net zero by 2025 and create a citizen’s
assembly of members of the public to lead on
decisions to address climate change.

At the Shell  building near the River
Thames, two protesters scaled up scaffolding
writing ‘Shell Knows!’ in red paint on the
front of the building and three protesters

glued their hands to the revolving doors at
the entrance. Activists said they smashed the
glass of a revolving door and caused more
than 6,000 pounds ($7,900) worth of dam-
age. At least one person was arrested by
police for criminal damage.

‘Extinction rebellion’
At Oxford Circus, protesters unveiled a

pink boat that says “TELL THE TRUTH” and
on Waterloo Bridge demonstrators brought
trees, hanging baskets and skate ramps. The
protest had a festive atmosphere, with many
families in attendance, and a low police pres-
ence. Extinction Rebellion wrote to Prime
Minister Theresa May yesterday outlining
their demands and asking for face-to-face
talks, warning that they will escalate their
disruptive actions over the coming weeks
unless the government acts.

“Make no mistake, people are already
dying,” the letter states. “In the majority
world, indigenous communities are now on
the brink of extinction. This crisis is only
going to get worse ... Prime minister, you
cannot ignore this crisis any longer. We must
act now.” Organizers of the protests circulat-
ed legal advice to anyone planning to attend,
requesting they refrain from using drugs and
alcohol, and asking them to treat the public
with respect.

London’s police have advised people
travelling around London in the coming
days to allow extra time for their journey in
the event of road closures and general dis-
ruption. The disruption fol lows similar
action last November when thousands of
protesters occupied five central London

bridges. Police arrested 85 people that day.
Rowan McLaughlin, 47, a teacher, said this
week’s protests were more important that

the huge pro and anti-Brexit protests in
London recently. “In Europe, out of Europe,
it makes no difference if we have no liveable

habitat,” he said. “We’re just going to get
bigger and more annoying until the govern-
ment speaks to us.” — Reuters 

UK’s child 
privacy push 
targets social
media
LONDON: Social media giants including
Facebook and Instagram could be forced to
switch off “like” buttons and geolocation
services for children in Britain under a new
set of rules proposed yesterday. Britain’s
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
published a 16-point draft code listing rec-
ommendations for online service providers,
which it said would set a global standard

for children’s privacy online. The document
calls for a ban on targeting under-18s with
so-called nudge techniques - features that
push users to share more personal data or
spend more time on a website or app than
they intended to. It lists Facebook’s “like”
function and Snapchat’s “streaks” - a fire
icon indicating two people have been
messaging each other for several consec-
utive days - as examples. A Facebook
spokesman decl ined to comment.
Snapchat did not immediately reply to a
request for a response.

The Internet Association UK, a trade
group representing both firms, said internet
companies were committed to keeping
people safe online, particularly their
youngest users. “Any new guidelines must
be technically possible to implement in
practice, and not stifle innovation and

opportunities for smaller platforms,” Daniel
Dyball, the group executive director said.

Information Commissioner Elizabeth
Denham said the code came on the back of
growing public mistrust of social media and
online services. Tech companies have been
rocked by a series of user privacy scandals
over in recent years. “This is the connected
generation. The internet and all its wonders
are hardwired into their everyday lives,”
Denham said in statement. “We shouldn’t
have to prevent our children from being
able to use it, but we must demand that
they are protected when they do.”

Recent cases of a teenage boy groomed
by his killer on a gaming site and a girl who
took her own life after viewing content glo-
rifying self-harm showed the need to make
social media safer for children, said chil-
dren’s charity the NSPCC. — Reuters

Death in China zoo
puts rarest turtle 
on cusp of oblivion
SHANGHAI: The world’s rarest turtle has
moved a step closer to extinction after a
female specimen died in a Chinese zoo, leaving
behind just three known members of the
species. The Yangtze giant softshell turtle,
believed to be above 90 years of age, died in
Suzhou Zoo on Saturday, according to the
Suzhou Daily.

The female’s death came a day after zoo
officials made a last-ditch effort at artificial
insemination using semen from the Suzhou Zoo

male, an animal estimated to be more than 100
years old, the newspaper said. The zoo had tried
unsuccessfully for several years to get the pair
to mate and reproduce naturally. It will now
conduct an autopsy to determine what caused
the animal’s death, the newspaper reported.
Besides the Suzhou Zoo male there are only two
other known members of the species left, both
living in the wild in Vietnam and of unknown
gender, according to conservationists.

The Yangtze giant softshell turtle is the
largest freshwater turtle in the world, grow-
ing to 100 cm long and weighing up to
100kg. Its main habitat was the Yangtze
River and other inland China waterways.  But
aquatic life in China’s rivers has suffered
severely from centuries of hunting and, more
recently, decades of pollution, shipping traf-
fic and ecological disruption wrought by
hydroelectric dams. — AFP 

Roadblocks will continue night and day at each site

LONDON: Environmental protesters from the Extinction Rebellion group waves flags as they stand on the Shaftesbury Memorial
Fountain during a demonstration at Piccadilly Circus. — AFP 


